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Abstract. This paper investigates the design of a novel
pivot for a seesaw, RF MEMS, double-pole double-throw (DPDT) switch, which has been developed to operate within
mobile communication systems and devices. The pivot employs a unique ‘S’ structure at the nano scale, in the form
of a, which helps to keep von-Mises stresses below 21 MPa. The pivot requires less pulling force than similar designs
due to its flexibility which allows the beam and contacts a greater space of separation while the switch is off. This in
turn results in improved contact isolation of greater than -77 dB at 5 GHz. The RF MEMS switch is an improvement
over the previously published paper (Al-Amin et al. in International symposium on microelectronics, vol 2013, no 1,
pp 000831–000835, 2013. doi:10.1109/ ECS.2014.6892558), since the pulling force of the electrostatic plates can be
generated with a voltage which is greatly reduced from 14 to 8 V using the same electrostatic plate area size. The
switch is a progression from SPST and DPDT seesaw switching since it provides improved flexibility over the
previously described devices.
The switch is a progression from SPST and DPDT seesaw switching since it provides improved flexibility over the
previously described devices.
With the redesign of the pivot the switch attains a greater ‘air-gap’ between the contacts when open-circuited which
therefore allows for improved isolation during the off-state.
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Introduction

RF MEMS (Radio Frequency Micro Electro- Mechanical Systems) are small micro components,
used in micro-devices or microchips, which use sub-millimeter movements in order to create a
physical contact or disconnect. RF MEMS require little drive current since they are voltage driven,
which increases battery time. MEMS technology is widely used in sensors for many different
applications but their use in RF technologies is relatively new compared to solid state
semiconductor switches.
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This paper presents a concept to the seesaw pivot allowing greater flexibility, with reduced vonmises stress, which in turn increases reliability1. This novel ‘S’ shaped pivot provide the beam
with more flexibility over a straight pivot3 due to a reduction in elastic recovery. This allows the
airgap to be increased between contacts for greater isolation.

This paper focuses on the application of RF MEMS switching specifically for use within mobile
phone devices. However, the technology is equally applicable in other communications devices
including satellite communications systems and mobile base-stations.

The Seesaw, RF MEMS switch described here adopts similar design characteristics to those in
other papers such as J.M Cabral & A. S. Holmes7 and Jongseok Kim et al5. These studies simulated
and designed a Single-Pole Single-Throw (SPST) switch with similar voltages to the original
Seesaw RF MEMS DPDT Switch3. However, the designs were limited in the number of switching
contacts. This paper and the previous paper3 addresses this limitation with additional contacts to
the beam structure, to provide increased functionality within the limited space envelope.

The principle operation of RF MEMS switching relies on electrostatic forces to the close contacts,
described in Equation 1. The force (F) between electrostatic plates is described by:

𝑉 2 𝜀ₒ𝐴
𝐹=
2𝑑2
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(1)

Where:
V = Supply voltage
εₒ = Permittivity of free space, in a vacuum
A = Area of the electrostatic plate
d = Distance between electrostatic plates
F = Force between two electrostatic plates

Equation 1 does not take into account fringe capacitance which is the capacitance due to the electric
fields produced at the edges of the electrostatic plates. This can be represented in the equation by
adding a constant C to provide an accurate result. However, the simulation software Intellisuite
takes fringe capacitance into account in its simulation.

The improved design, which incorporates a new copper S-shaped pivot, with a thickness of 0.04
µm (Fig. 5), achieved sufficient pulling force with an activation voltage of only 8 volts.
The new pivot is 0.0047 µm thinner than the straight pivot described in the previous paper3. The
force can be increased by three methods. The first is to increase the area (A) of the electro-static
plates; the second is to increase the voltage (V) across the plates and the third is to decrease the
distance (d) between them. To ensure that the upper contacts at one side of the beam and the lower
contacts at the other side are closed at the same time the beam needs to be flexible. Without this
flexibility, early contact on one side of the beam could prevent the opposite side from making
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contact due to errors in symmetry. A flexible beam would overcome this potential problem in order
to provide the maximum contact surface area, thus a lower resistance4.
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Design

The design, shown in Fig. 1, was chosen for its multiple layers which provides flexibility, reduces
the angle of bend and provides a broad distribution of stress across the pivot. Having curved edges
helps to reduce the build-up of stress which decreases von-mises forces at the pivot over the yield
strength and therefore reduces the risk of deformation. The strengthened curved edges help to
distribute the stress along the pivot, this curving of the edges represents the look of an ‘S’ shape.

In order to create this complex ‘S’ shape pivot, the orientation of the switch would need to be on
its side, to simplify the manufacturing process. This provides two advantages; the first is to save
space due to the height of the switch being shorter than its width. The second is that the shape of
the pivot can now be easily applied though a layer by layer approach, suitable for MEMS
fabrication.

The original and the ‘S’ shape pivot design has had a few changes. Firstly, the materials used for
the beam and electrostatic plates have been changed from Aluminum (Al) to Copper (Cu); this is
to provide uniform use of materials and reduce complexity of the design as there are less types of
materials required. Also, the ‘Air Gap’ has been increased; this provides improved isolation of the
contacts during its ‘Off-State’6.
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Fig. 1 ‘S’ shaped pivot design
Table 1 Material information of the ‘S’ shaped pivot seesaw switch
Component

Material

Pivot
Beam
Bridge Contacts
Contacts
Substrate
Electrostatic Plates

Copper (Cu)
Copper (Cu)
Gold (Au)
Gold (Au)
Silicon (Si)
Copper (Cu)
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Table 2 Material information of RF MEMS DPDT seesaw switch from previous paper 3
Component

Material

Pivot
Beam
Bridge Contacts
Contacts
Substrate
Electrostatic Plates

Copper (Cu)
Aluminum (Al)
Gold (Au)
Gold (Au)
Silicon (Si)
Aluminum (Al)

Table 3 Dimensions of the ‘S’ shaped RF MEMS pivot DPDT switch and RF MEMS DPDT seesaw switch from
previous paper3
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Seesaw Dimensions

S Shaped Pivot (µm)

Original Pivot (µm)

Air Gap
Beam Length
Beam Height
Beam Width

1
41
4
5

2.7
41
4
5

Design Procedure

The original DPDT seesaw switch was created based on existing SPST seesaw designs with
modifications for improvements. These modifications include upper and lower contacts, at each
side of the beam, to convert the SPST Seesaw Switch1,5 into a DPDT switch operating in two axes.
The new design incorporates an S-shaped pivot, which is attached to the beam to provide elastic
recovery. This enables the switch to operate in all three axes.

The Intellisense materials database contains standard materials which were used in the design. The
original DPDT seesaw design used the materials listed in Table 2. Copper Bulk General was used
for the pivot due to its higher Young’s Modulus and yield strength compared to Aluminum Bulk
General. The elastic recovery of Copper Bulk General is an important property of the pivot in order
to enable the ‘off-state’ for switching to occur9.
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It was later discovered that using a based pivot provides greater flexibility and allows less stress
to be placed at the pivot. It was then realized that the design needed to be simplified from the
original switch as it was using too many materials which increased complexity and cost to
manufacturing.
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Methodology

A suitable length of 42 µm was chosen with the microscale (1 µm to 100 µm). This is large enough
to take advantage of the existing fabrication technology and small enough to operate high
switching speeds.

When the beam is in the off-state, the air-gap between the beam and fixed contacts is 2.7 µm (see
Table 3). This is almost triple the distance of the air-gap described in a previous study3.
Each pair of electrostatic plates, within the S-shaped pivot, seesaw design, receives alternating,
single polarity, activation pulses, which reduces the need for complex, external control circuitry.
Elastic recovery is used as the mechanism for achieving an off-state, without activation pulses.
The model shown in Fig. 2 is on its side to facilitate the manufacturing process.

One of the advantages of using the RF MEMS seesaw design, incorporating DPDT switching3, is
that two distinct radio frequencies can be accommodated for simultaneous, MIMO (Multiple-in
Multiple-out) communications, via a dual antenna array. This additional functionality is achieved
within a footprint area of only 369 µm2 (i.e. 41 µm x 9 µm) which facilitates the integration with
highly constrained semiconductor designs.
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Using a minimum feature size of 40 nm or 47.6 nm would cause fabrication difficulties due to the
pivot being the thinnest component of the structure. This creates an extremely high aspect ratio,
which cannot be implement using today’s technology. However, it is a concept that is provided for
future designers to implement when the technology becomes available. The ‘S’ shaped seesaw
design provides similar advantages during etching processing due to its simple design, as it allows
the etching solution to run though the structure without being held in the gaps.
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Switching Techniques

Switching between dual input and output configurations may be implemented using the RF MEMS
seesaw design. For example, switching between two RX (receive) and TX (transmit) frequency
bands can be achieved.

Simultaneous RX and TX communications may be implemented, at two distinct RF frequency
bands, by connecting RF mixers to the contacts. The result of this configuration provides dual
RX/TX switching capability at four frequencies.

The seesaw RF MEMS switch is ideally suited to operate with common protocols, such as: Wi-Fi,
GSM, Bluetooth, WiMAX, GPS, 3G, 4G and 5G. Since most of these protocols operate at
frequencies of less than 5.8 GHz, any limitations are due to the quality of the antenna rather than
the switching device8.
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Fig. 2 RF MEMS ‘S’ shaped pivot, laid on its side for the manufacturing processes
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Testing Parameters Methodology

Intellisense simulation software was used to test the RF MEMS switch. Fixed pulse widths were
supplied to the electrostatic plates under simulation control. The amplitude of these pulses were
increased in incremental steps until a sufficient displacement was reached, which enabled the
contacts to close. The simulation package could be used to display the results in graphical format
and also export the associated data into a Microsoft Excel spread-sheet for numerical analysis9.

The design parameters were then transferred to the CST EM (Computer Simulation Technologies
Electro-Magnetic) simulation tool where the electro-magnetic characteristics of the switch were
observed and recorded.

The results obtained are the Scatter (S) parameters for Isolation and Insertion loss. These results
are displayed by the simulation software in graphical format which are displayed in Fig. 310.
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7

Results

Note: The S11 parameters overlap each other.
Fig. 3 S-Parameters of contacts for the Straight and ‘S’ Shaped pivot switches

Fig. 3 provides a graphical analysis from CST of the S-parameters for the original DPDT and the
‘S’ shaped pivot switch. As the switch provides an ‘Air-gap’ which is almost 3 times greater than
the original, it shows an almost 20 dB improvement in isolation (S12) throughout the frequency
range with a reflection coefficient (S11) of 0dB. Previous papers have shown1, 5 that isolation
values range from, typically, -20 dB to -50 dB within the frequency range from 2 GHz to 2.3 GHz,
with an air gap between 1 µm to 10 µm. The ‘S’ shaped seesaw RF MEMS switch shows an -85
dB to -84 dB at 2 GHz to 2.3 GHz respectively, which is an improvement to the typical values
specified in the previous sentence due to the distance between contacts and their areas.
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Fig. 4 Color coded von Mises Stress distribution on the ‘S’ shaped Pivot
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Fig. 5 Color coded von Mises stress of the original DPDT seesaw switch pivot

Comparing Fig. 4 and 5 it can be seen that the von Mises stress on Fig. 4 is distributed across the
pivot, compared to Fig. 5, which is focused nearer to the junction of the pivot and the beam. This
focused stress causes friction to occur which leads to heat build-up with subsequent fatigue and
fracture. The ‘S’ shaped design, shown in Fig 4, has a maximum stress level of 21 MPa, compared
to 77 MPa for the design shown in Fig 5. This improvement of 56 MPa is due to the stress being
distributed within each link of the ‘S’ shape.
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Fig. 6 Displacement vs Time of the ‘S’ shaped pivot beam
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Conclusion

The ‘S’ shaped RF MEMS seesaw switch uses a reduced set of materials compared to the previous
DPDT seesaw switch by using Silicon (Si), Copper (Cu) and Gold (Au) which simplifies the
manufacturing process. With the redesign of the pivot the switch attains a greater ‘Air-Gap’
between the contacts when open-circuited which therefore allows for improved isolation during
the off-state.

The air-gap between contacts, in the open position, was increased from 1 µm to 2.7 µm, which
increased electrical isolation.
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Using dynamic analysis within Intellisuite and providing simulated activation pulses it was
possible to demonstrate the seesaw action9; with CST providing isolation and insertion loss
results10.

The RF MEMS, seesaw switch, with the new ‘S’ shaped pivot, is a significant improvement over
existing designs1, 3, 5.

With the novel ‘S’ Shaped pivot the von-mises stress at the pivot has been significantly reduced
over the original DPDT seesaw switch3 allowing the design to take advantage of lower electrostatic
pulling forces which in turn reduces the voltage required to pull due to the lower stress on the
pivot.
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